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ABSTRACT 
A neuj method for digital line differential 
protection is presented. The protection compares 
the time function and the orthogonal function 
of the symmetrical positive-sequence component 
at the input and output o f  a transmission line. 
From these values the magnitude of the differ- 
ential current is evaluated. The time function is 
calculated according to the SD4c algorithm 
and the orthogonal function according to the 
SD4s algorithm from four sampled triplets. The 
first results of the investigation are shown. By  
using this method, a phase-independent operat- 
ing time of less than half  a period can be 
obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Analog line differential protection is by no 
means perfect. To reduce the number of pilot 
wires, summation auxiliary current transform- 
ers (CTs) with various mixing ratios have 
been used [ l ,  21. The output signals of the CTs 
from the input and output of the protected 
transmission line have been compared. The 
sensitivity of the protection with summation 
CTs is not equal for all phases. 
A lot of research has been carried out on 
the application of microcomputer technology 
to power system control, monitoring and pro- 
tection. The digital technique offers new pos- 
sibilities. New relays should not reproduce 
existing criteria, but ought to use new ones 
which make protection faster and more sensi- 
tive [3]. The method of symmetrical compo- 
nents (zero-, positive- and negative-sequence; 
0, 1,2) is one of the basic tools for the analysis 
of three-phase power systems. Fast estimation 
of the symmetrical components from sampled 
signals can be used efficiently for control and 
protection tasks in electrical power systems 
[4 - 61. This paper presents a new method of 
digital line differential protection using sym- 
metrical components. 
2. FAST ALGORITHMS FOR DETERMINATION OF  
SYMMETRICAI, COMPONENTS 
The relations between phase quantities -
G,, G,, G,,. and the symmetrical components 
G,, G , ,  G, are given by 
In eqn. ( l ) ,  a represents a phase-rotating oper- 
ator 
The time functions of the phase quantities 
g,, gs,g.,. and their corresponding complex 
phasors are given by: 
g, =2, cos((ot + vs) 
g,,. =g,.cos(t0t + cp.,.) 
G, =2, exp(jvU) 
G, =isexp(jvs) 
G.,. = g?.,. exp(jcp,) 
From eqns. (3) it follows that the time (cosine) 
function can be found from 
Applying expressions (3b) to (1) and then us- 
ing eqn. (4) we find the time representation of 
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the symmetrical components: 
The orthogonal (sine) function can be found 
from 
Using eqn. (6) we can find the time representa- 
tion of the orthogonal (sine) function of the 
symmetrical components: 
1 
3g7,, = 2, sin(cot + cp,) - - [g, sin(tot + cp,) 
2 
+g,. sin(tut + p,.)] 
-g.,. cos(t0t + cp.,.)] (7) 
In eqns. (5) and (7) the terms 2 cos(tut + cp) 
and 2 sin(cot + cp) can be calculated from two 
or more sampled values. Applying the addi- 
tion theorem we obtain, for the time point t , ,  
g/< + l - g/: - l g sin(cut, + cp) = 2 sin A 
2 cos(tut, + cp) = ( - g h 2  +gk - cos A 2 sln2A 
where A = 2 n l N  and N is the number of sam- 
ples in one cycle of the basic component. 
Now we can apply the expressions (8) to (5) 
and (7). In this way, we obtain formulae for 
the time (cosine) function of the symmetrical 
components (called the SD4c method), 
and for the orthogonal (sine) function (called 
the SD4s method), 
-(g.,./: - ,  -grrl: + ,  ) sin ( A f - 3 (10) 
To examine the filter properties of the de- 
sign methods the frequency characteristics 
have been investigated. For each formula the 
transfer properties in the frequency domain * 
between the phase values g,,.,. at  the input 
and the positive-sequence component g, a t  the 
output have been analysed. Figure 1 shows 
the frequency characteristics. From these 
characteristics it follows that the DC compo- 
nent ( f  = 0 )  and the harmonics v =0.5kfs/f, 
(h = 1 , 2 ,  . . . ) are filtered out. 
Fig. 1. Frequency characteristics of ( a )  the SD4c and (b) 
the SD4s method. 



